
THE SIMPLE FUTURE

Instructions:

Print off this sheet 

Read through the text below and identify all of the simple future verbs.  Remember 
to use "will" and "going to" in your selections.

Text:

 Universities have launched schemes to attract hundreds of ethnic minority students into

research.

The initiatives follow claims of institutional racism in academia, particularly affecting black

people.

One analysis shows that out of nearly 20,000 PhD positions awarded over three years, 

245 were to black students.

The head of the UK research funding body said she was "frustrated" that the skills of so 

many talented people were going to waste.

Jason Arday has recently been made a professor. As a young black academic, Prof Arday, 

currently at Durham, seems to be having a successful university career, but he says it has 

come at a cost.

"If someone asked me what the blueprint is to become an academic, I'd have to say that if 

you are black or Asian it is 'how much can you suffer?', whereas if you are white there is 

actually a blueprint about getting into academia because if you are a person of colour the 

goalposts move all the time," he said.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-58795079


Prof Dame Ottoline Leyser, chief executive of UK Research and Innovation (UKRI) said 

diversity will be essential if researchers are to tackle some of the world's most pressing 

problems.

"As we have seen with the climate change summit in Glasgow, there are going to be huge 

challenges facing the world. And to solve these problems, you need different people with 

different ways of thinking and from different backgrounds," she said.

"'The current system is just too narrow and it absolutely needs to be opened up."

Your list here

Now write 50 words about what you did yesterday using as many simple future (will 
and going to)  verbs as you can remember. You may use an English dictionary or 
Google.


